“Connecting and inspiring all people across all cultures through the exploration of a wide variety of media and
materials that tell the story of the past, present and future in very personal and emotional ways.”

Art Department Program Review
Pine-Richland School District
June 2022

The information contained in this report is provided by the Pine-Richland Art Department for general purposes only. While this report
serves as a strategic approach to curriculum planning, recommendations must be considered with respect to all programs provided by
Pine-Richland School District.
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Executive Summary
The mission of the Pine-Richland School District is to Focus on Learning for Every Student Every Day.
Within the PRSD Strategic Plan, long-term and short-term goals outlined in the Teaching and Learning
category form the foundation for continuous improvement. One of the short-term goals for 2016 - 2017
was to design and pilot an in-depth program review process for two of our departments (i.e., Science and
Health & Physical Education). That initial work led to a final report and set of recommendations for
program improvement. The process itself was refined and used in 2017 - 2018 in the areas of
Mathematics and Business & Computer Science. For the 2018 - 2019 school year, we reviewed the Social
Studies Department and also modified the process for programming related to gifted and highly achieving
students. The sequence of departmental study and implementation for 2019 - 2023 is outlined in Figure 1.
Figure 1. Strategic Plan: Mini-Engine

This report outlines the process, findings, and recommendations from that work related to the Art/World
Language Program. As an organization, it is understood that the pace of change may be dependent upon
the impact of that change on other aspects of the educational program. When conducting this work in an
individual department, it is important and difficult to balance competing interests and constraints. The
process model reflects this challenge as the “ripple effect” of balancing people, time and money.
Practically, the committee utilized the action-priority matrix to evaluate each recommendation and
established an implementation timeline with associated cost estimates.
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One element of the in-depth program review was the establishment of a departmental philosophy and
vision (Figure 2). As a result, the vision is captured through the following image and words:

Figure 2

“Connecting and inspiring all people across all cultures through the exploration of a wide variety of
media and materials that tell the story of the past, present and future in very personal and emotional
ways.”
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Recommendation Overview
Recommendation #1: Philosophy and Vision
1. Adopt and widely communicate the Art Department’s philosophy and vision to internal and
external stakeholders while ensuring a practical connection to program design and delivery.
Recommendation #2: Community Connections and Culture
1. Establish and/or strengthen community art experiences and connections.
a. Establish a rotation of community art experiences beyond the classroom (i.e. museum
visits, artist talks, artist-in-residence and/or assemblies, etc.);
b. Continue participation in Scholastics Art & Writing Awards to develop/display our
district’s advanced level artwork;
c. Establish relationships with local organizations (township, businesses, libraries, etc.) to
display final products (performing/presenting).
Recommendation #3: Resources and Technology
1. Evaluate and reconfigure high school art spaces to meet safety standards required for art mediums
(e.g., metals and ceramics, kiln spaces).
2. Review the functionality of each art studio in relation to courses taught in that studio space/room.
3. Evaluate the kiln lifecycles and embed within the capital funding for servicing or required
replacement.
4. Evaluate technology hardware and software to support learning goals:
a. Establish a rotation cycle for current art devices and applications.
b. Train IT staff and the art department to support technology integration.
c. Evaluate hardware and software to support the curriculum (e.g., colored printers, iPads,
Adobe, etc.).
Recommendation #4: Curriculum, Assessments, & Instruction
1. Adopt the National Core Art Standards for Visual Art; Review and refine the PRSD written
curriculum to align with the National Art Standards.
2. Display student artwork to align with the National Art Standard anchor of “Presenting.”
3. Integrate essential kindergarten art standards/skills into the kindergarten experience.
4. Change the following high school art course names and refine the course description summary to
better inform and define the course curriculum; “Metalcraft” to “Jewelry Design” and
“Introduction To Art” to “Foundations of Studio Art.”
5. Introduction to Art (Foundations of Studio Art):
a. Evaluate the art pathway to provide students who have exhibited prerequisite,
department-established skills the option to take specialized art courses in 9th grade;
b. Prioritize student enrollment (master scheduling process) from freshmen to seniors
instead of seniors to freshmen for the Introduction to Art (Foundations of Studio Art)
course in order to get a greater percentage of freshmen into this course.
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Recommendation #5: Professional Development
1. Provide professional development opportunities for all district art teachers on using National Art
Standards.
2. Provide professional development opportunities for all district art teachers on using recommended
technology and other curricular support resources.
3. Develop an annual workshop for other stakeholders in art appreciation (e.g., administration, other
content area teachers, community members, etc.).
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In-Depth Program Review Process
The process for in-depth program review was developed in the 2016 - 2017 school year and has been
refined through multiple cycles of improvement. The process was “paused” during the 2020 - 2021 school
year given workforce capacity and response to the pandemic. The departments scheduled for that year
were shifted to 2021 - 2022 with some modifications to the meeting schedule to accommodate
pandemic-related constraints.
To help ensure a clear understanding of the systematic approach to program improvement, the following
process diagram (Figure 3) was developed and reviewed on a regular basis. Major elements of this image
are further described below:
Figure 3 IDPR Process Model

Curriculum Writing to “Deep Dive”
Given the time and effort invested into curriculum writing at Pine-Richland from 2014 - 2016, it is
important to understand the relationship of that work to the in-depth program review process. The
two-year curriculum writing process was designed to capture the current content in a consistent format
through vertical teams (e.g., units, big ideas, and learning goals). That process allowed the department to
identify strengths and opportunities for improvement. Most of the attention was directed internally at a
review of our district’s current structure and practices.
The in-depth program review process has a broader focus on all elements of the department.
Importantly, the process was designed to emphasize a balance of internal needs and a review of best
practices from external sources. It asks questions, such as, “Are we doing the right things?” or “Do we
need to consider more significant changes in program design?” In the image above, the curriculum
writing process is like a “springboard” to “dive” more deeply into the content area. The personnel,
structure, and work were organized into four major sub-committees.

Committee Composition and Structure
We strongly believe that meaningful and lasting change requires engagement of all key stakeholders. The
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overall size of the department is an important consideration in study team design. In smaller departments,
all members participate in the process. In very large departments, a representative sample of teachers are
included. In medium departments, effort is made to ensure that all levels and courses are addressed by at
least one member. Within the study team, members were then organized by four main subcommittees:
(1) Research; (2) Exemplar K-12 Schools/Districts/Programs; (3) Connections to Universities,
Businesses, and the Community; and (4) Data and Information. Two overarching elements were critical.
First, the arrows on the left side of the subcommittees indicate that the groups must collaborate and
exchange information (i.e., no silos). Second, the arrows on the right side of the subcommittees
demonstrate that key findings/learnings were captured and organized by major research buckets.
It is important to note that the study teams also used a systematic approach to listen to students and
parents. Student focus groups were organized at the high school, middle school, upper elementary, and the
primary buildings. These groups were representative of the student body and a wide range of academic
rigor. In addition, parent and community input was gathered during day and evening town hall sessions.
Parents who were unable to attend those face-to-face meetings were able to submit comments
electronically.

Research “Buckets”
Within each discipline, information and findings that emerge from each subcommittee become known as
research buckets. These buckets help the department members begin to organize concepts and themes. In
the early months of the process, the buckets are dynamic, meaning that some initial concepts were
removed or combined with other key themes. As the process evolves and teams continue to learn, the
themes begin to solidify. Importantly, the arrows on the bottom of the buckets also demonstrate the
relationship between areas (i.e., no silos). The subcommittees’ learning and identification of information
for the buckets were interconnected, as information from one area informed others. Based upon the
information gathered through the bucket findings, a set of emerging recommendations was developed.

Emerging Recommendations
A systems thinking approach was critical to the in-depth program review process. The transition from
“findings” to “emerging recommendations” required skills of synthesis, critical thinking, healthy debate,
and communication. At both the start of the study phase and again at the point of emerging
recommendations, the team revisits the departmental strengths and opportunities that had been historically
developed in the department. Some emerging recommendations were designed to improve current gaps
and weaknesses. Other emerging recommendations were identified in the analysis of exemplary
programs, universities, businesses, or in the research literature. The team brainstormed recommendations
by identifying recurring themes, ideas, and opportunities for growth. The team then discussed, modified,
and edited the recommendations. Emerging recommendations were consolidated into a draft. The
expanded team worked with the draft to link the emerging recommendations to data provided by the
subcommittees.

Balancing Priorities and Resources
The action-priority matrix evaluates the impact versus the effort of the emerging recommendations
(Figure 4). Emerging recommendations were categorized as fill-ins, quick wins, major projects, and hard
slogs. For example, a hard slog was used to categorize those recommendations that would require much
effort but have little impact on student learning. As a system, the “ripple effect” of recommendations was
built into the process model (Figure 5). This is further described in the next section.
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Figure 4. Action Priority Matrix

Figure 5. Balance of People, Time and Money

Elmansy, Rafiq. “Time Management Tips for Designers:
The Action Priority Matrix.”Designorate, 14 June 2016,
www.designorate.com/time-management-the-action-priority-matrix/.
Accessed 14 Mar. 2017.

Tensions of Balancing People, Time and Money with a Rigorous Research Process
It is important to address the challenge that emerges at this stage of the work. At Pine-Richland, we have
a culture that believes in the pursuit of excellence at the organizational, department and individual levels.
Our departments are composed of certified, experienced, dedicated and passionate educators. Through the
in-depth program review, the process exposes department members to current literature/research,
exemplary programs, data/information, community connections and focused dialogue about internal
strengths and opportunities.
At this point, it is common for a recommendation to directly or indirectly require expanded resources of
additional people, time and/or money. Time is impacted by the structure and schedule of the existing day
at each level (i.e., K - 3, 4 - 6, 7 - 8 and 9 - 12). Simply stated, additional time for one content area has the
effect of reducing time in another area. Additional staff added to one department may have the effect of
possible reduction in another department. The assignment of staff and/or scheduling parameters are also
addressed through the collective bargaining agreement (e.g., teaching periods and course preparations).
These discussions can be difficult. They are conducted with honesty, support and an understanding of
potential implications for the entire system. For example, the concept of adding requirements and/or
courses - with associated staff - were discussed in Health/Physical Education, Music, Business &
Computer Science to name a few. We work creatively to determine how we can strengthen the specific
department, take steps on the improvement continuum and also ensure sustainability and fiscal
responsibility. For example, personal finance was addressed at the high school level as a graduation
competency and not a required course. If a course was required, we would need to increase staff and that
requirement would have decreased flexibility for elective course selections. In science, a recommendation
was implemented for “science every day” at Eden Hall. This recommendation caused a major “ripple” in
the master schedule and student day. It required a curriculum revision. It impacted multiple other content
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areas (i.e., ELA, math and social studies). However, it was also able to be addressed without additional
staffing requirements. Given all of this discussion, the team then identified the final emerging
recommendations to support continuous improvement.

Continuum of Improvement
Throughout the in-depth program review process, it was important to maintain perspective on the nature
of program improvements. Especially when considering effective elements of exemplary schools or
programs, the desire to move from the current program ("Point A") to an ideal future ("Point Z") is
natural. However, it is more realistic to recognize that meaningful program improvement within an
organizational system will often result from a series of smaller steps ("Points B, C, D, etc."). Although
depicted as a straight line in the image below (Figure 6), the in-depth program review committee
recognizes that continuous improvement is not always a linear process.
Figure 6 Continuum
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Recommendations:
Recommendation #1: Philosophy and Vision
1. Adopt and widely communicate the Art Department’s philosophy and vision to internal and
external stakeholders while ensuring a practical connection to program design and delivery.

Connecting and inspiring all people across all cultures through the exploration of a wide variety of media
and materials that tell the story of the past, present and future in very personal and emotional ways.
Internal Analysis
●
●
●
●
●
●

●

●

Department staff were trained to use different standards based on the standard of choice by their
university or state requirement at the time they were trained (PRSD Vertical Team, 2021).
Clearly communicate the definition of visual arts (PRSD Vertical Team, 2022).
Promote art as a subject that impacts every person every day with the concept of art for everyone
(PRSD Vertical Team, 2022).
Art helps students calm down, and also helps them empathize with others' differences and
welcomes diversity (PRSD Vertical Team, 2022).
The study of fine arts affects the brain thought process in different ways than other courses
(Student Focus Group - High School, 2020).
Display of student artwork provides an opportunity for students to appreciate the works of others
nurturing empathy, respect and sense of community (Student Voice 3, 6, 8 and High School,
2022; Responsive Classroom, 2022).
Art is for everyone. Exploration of media and materials are part of the art process. Art
appreciation, critical thinking, problem solving, integration of studies and interests are also part of
the art process (PRSD Vertical Team, 2022).
The Art Department strives to provide inclusive visual art experiences for all learners, at all grade
levels. Students participate in meaningful art making experiences, which are engaging,
challenging and historically-based. Students in the Art Department are exposed to historical and
contemporary artists, along with practices that shape a student’s critical thinking and problem
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solving skills. The department also helps build studio practice and habits of mind, associated
with practicing artists and those in the art world. Students produce quality work that displays
understanding of process, aesthetics, idea generation and engagement (PRSD Vertical Team,
2022).
External Analysis
● The national art standards are designed around four domains: (1) Creating; (2)
Performing/Presenting/Producing; (3) Responding; and (4) Connecting (NAEA, 2022).
● Display of student work provides an opportunity to learn from each other, appreciate the work of
others, nurturing empathy, respect and a strong sense of community (Responsive Classroom,
2022).
● The visual arts support multiple ways of knowing and learning that are inherent in the unique
nature of each child (NAEA, 2022).
● The visual arts empower children to communicate, represent, and express their thoughts, feelings,
and perceptions. The visual arts offer opportunities to develop creativity, imagination, and
flexible thinking (NAEA, 2022).
● The arts provide opportunities to enrich a young child’s understanding of diverse cultures
(NAEA, 2022).
● Art educators should incorporate learners’ prior knowledge and experience into practice by
respecting and valuing their learners’ unique strengths through creating equitable learning
environments (NAEA, 2022).
● Art instruction and assessment should be designed so that all learners, based on their abilities and
backgrounds, are afforded opportunities to communicate what they know, understand, and are
able to do through the visual arts (NAEA, 2020).
● A successful art education program respects a range of diversity in the uniqueness of all learners,
their similarities, differences, and learning characteristics (NAEA, 2020).
● Visual arts education is committed to goals that advocate excellence, equity and inclusivity for all
learners through differentiated educational opportunities, resources, communities and systems of
support (NAEA, 2020).
● The arts animate learning because they are inherently experiential and because of their potential
to develop creative and critical thinking skills in students (Grant, 2022).
● “For authentic practice to occur in arts classrooms, teachers and students must participate fully
and jointly in activities where they can exercise the creative practices of imagining, investigating,
constructing, and reflecting as unique beings committed to giving meaning to their experiences.
In our increasingly multimedia age, where information is communicated less through numeracy
and the written word, these metacognitive activities are critical to student learning and
achievement across the arts and other academic disciplines” (National Core Arts Standards,
2022).
● “The arts have always provided an essential means for individuals and communities to generate
experiences, construct knowledge, and express their ideas, feelings, and beliefs. Each arts
discipline shares common goals, but approaches them through distinct media, practices, and
techniques” (National Core Arts Standards, 2022).
● “Artistic literacy also fosters connections among the arts and between the arts and other
disciplines, thereby providing opportunities to access, develop, express, and integrate meaning
across a variety of content areas. Indeed, an arts-literate individual recognizes the value of the arts
13

as a place of free expression and the importance of observing and participating in the social,
political, spiritual, financial, and aesthetic aspects of their communities (both local and global, in
person and virtually) and works to introduce the arts into those settings” (National Core Arts
Standards, 2022).
Implementation Timeline (Anticipated Start/Finish): July 2022 - September 2022 (Lesson plan
integration will be ongoing)
Key Personnel: Art Department Teachers; Administrators
Major Action Steps: (1) Refine and communicate the department’s vision and philosophy; (2)
Professional development for art teachers to understand how to integrate the vision and philosophy
into curriculum, assessments, and instruction; (3) Communicate and display the art department’s
vision and philosophy in classrooms and other appropriate locations.
Estimated Budget/Resources: Resources for printing and displaying images and philosophy.
Potential Implications (Short-Term and Long Term): Integration of vision and philosophy into art
curriculum and learning activities.
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Recommendation #2: Community Connections & Culture
1. Establish and/or strengthen community art experiences and connections.
a. Establish a rotation of community art experiences beyond the classroom (i.e. museum
visits, artist talks, Artist-in-residence and/or assemblies, etc.);
b. Continue participation in Scholastics Art & Writing Awards to develop/display our
district’s advanced level artwork;
c. Establish relationships with local organizations (township, businesses, libraries, etc.) to
display final products (performing/presenting).
Internal Analysis
● Display of student artwork provides an opportunity for students to appreciate the works of others
nurturing empathy, respect and sense of community (Student Voice 3, 6, 8 and High School,
2022).
● PRMS and PRHS art students participate in the annual Scholastics Art competition (PRSD
Vertical Team, 2022).
● Collaborative projects and discussions are held between Pine-Richland art educators and Pine
Township Community Directors and Managers (PRSD Vertical Team, 2022).
External Analysis
●

●
●

●
●

●

●
●

●

Art can foster the growth mindset, create a culture of risk-taking, emphasize challenge and not
just success, give a sense of process (not just product), and teach children to make connections to
real life situations for long term success (Dweck, 2010).
Students must know, be able to do, and understand, with a focus on the big ideas that encompass
core principles, theories, and processes of the discipline (College Board, 2022).
Instruction should prepare students to understand representative works of art from diverse
cultures, including placing these works in context and illuminating relationships among them
(College Board, 2022).
The arts provide opportunities to enrich a young child’s understanding of diverse cultures
(NAEA, 2022).
Students should understand representative works of art from diverse cultures, including placing
these works in context and illuminating relationships among them. This should include time
periods outlined by the College Board (College Board, 2022).
“A successful art education program respects a range of diversity in the uniqueness of all
learners, their similarities, differences, and learning characteristics. Included in the range of
diversity are learners who are underserved, typically these include marginalized identities around
race, gender, sexual orientation, socioeconomic status/class, and disability/ability” (NAEA,
2021).
“Identify and interpret works of art or design that reveal how people live around the world and
what they value;” VA:Re.7.1.6a (National Arts Standards, 2014).
“NAEA believes optimal professional development can take place through self-study and
self-initiated outreach, participatory learning communities, mentoring relationships, and formal
presentations and events” (NAEA, 2020).
Display of student work provides an opportunity to learn from each other, appreciate the work of
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others, nurturing empathy, respect and a strong sense of community (Responsive Classroom,
2022).
Implementation Timeline (Anticipated Start/Finish): Present–Ongoing
Key Personnel: Art Department Team, Administration; Local/Community Partners
Major Action Steps: (1) Identify areas of need within the department relating to community and
cultural experiences; (2) Maintain and foster community partnerships and outreach to further expand
relationships within and beyond our community; (3) Maintain participation in Scholastics Art &
Writing Competition to continue providing students a high-level, competitive experience; (4)
Establish connections with area arts organizations to provide cultural experiences for students and
staff.
Estimated Budget/Resources: External fees relating to art organizations and their experiences and
collaborations; Scholastics fees provided for families experiencing financial hardship; Fees associated
with community projects such as murals/snow plow paintings, etc. to be shared by the district and
other organizations.
Potential Implications (Short-Term and Long Term): Integration of community connections and
culture into art curriculum and learning activities; Modification of curriculum to address learning
goals from external experiences.
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Recommendation #3: Resources and Technology
1. Evaluate and reconfigure high school art spaces to meet safety standards required for art mediums
(e.g., metals and ceramics, kiln spaces).
2. Review the functionality of each art studio in relation to courses taught in that studio space/room.
3. Evaluate the kiln lifecycles and embed within the capital funding for servicing or required
replacement.
4. Evaluate technology hardware and software to support learning goals:
a. Establish a rotation cycle for current art devices and applications.
b. Train IT staff and the art department to support technology integration.
c. Evaluate hardware and software to support the curriculum (e.g., colored printers, iPads,
Adobe, etc.).
Internal Analysis
●

●
●
●
●
●
●

●
●
●

At the high school, 5 different classes (Intro to Art, Ceramics, Sculpture, Mixed Media, and
Metalcraft) with different mediums and content are taught in 1 studio space (PRSD Vertical
Team, 2022).
The shared studio and storage space limit the ability to move, create, and maintain materials
safely due to the variety of materials and the needs-i.e. ventilation (PRSD Vertical Team, 2022).
PRSD primary and elementary schools need added safety measures directly outside of the kiln
spaces (PRSD Vertical Team, 2022).
Currently the technology resources are not evenly aligned between the three K-3 buildings (PRSD
Vertical Team, 2022).
Document cameras provide clear demonstration of processes from art instructors (PRSD Vertical
Team, 2022).
iOS is a requirement at the high school level courses but inaccessible or limited in the K-8
programs (PRSD Vertical Team, 2022).
Students need access to 1-to-1 devices with clear picture-taking capabilities
○ Students have individual Chromebooks with limited photo capabilities (PRSD Vertical
Team, 2022).
Student device access allows for the presentation of individual artwork by every student at all
grade levels (PRSD Vertical Team, 2022).
Student device access allows for students to research artworks, processes, and art-related
curriculum content that are tied to national and state standards (PRSD Vertical Team, 23.022).
Technology devices are not aligned across buildings within the department, specifically color
printing access at WES and MS (PRSD Vertical Team, 2022).

External Analysis
●
●

“Art facilities provide adequate, safe and secure storage for equipment, supplies, instructional
resources, and student work” (National Art Education Association, 2021).
Exemplary schools interviewed by the vertical teams reported having the dedicated spaces in their
buildings (Hampton Township SD, 2022; Fox Chapel SD, 2022; North Allegheny SD, 2022;
Pittsburgh CAPA, 2022; Seneca Valley SD, 2022; State College SD, 2022).
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●
●
●

●

●
●
●

Kilns required designated kiln rooms with proper ventilation to meet safety standards (Neubauer,
2018).
Skutt recommends fire extinguishers outside of every kiln space in case of electrical fires (Kiln
Safety, 2022).
All colleges and universities interviewed and researched by the connections committee use art
driven technologies in their coursework to prepare for careers in the arts. Technologies such as
Apple hardware, IOS software, Adobe Creative Suite and Cloud software (SRU, 2022, MICA,
2022, SCAD 2022, TYLER 2022, CCAD 2022, CIA 2022, RIT 2022, CMU 2022, RISD 2022).
Exemplary schools interviewed by the vertical teams reported having 1:1 iPads (or class sets),
IOS Technology, Adobe Creative Suite in art education K-12 (Hampton Township SD, 2022; Fox
Chapel SD, 2022; North Allegheny SD, 2022; Pittsburgh CAPA, 2022; Seneca Valley SD, 2022;
State College SD, 2022).
Sharing the technical side of photography can help students think and behave differently about
photography inside and outside the classroom (Art of Education University, 2018).
Local exemplar schools use Adobe CC with students to teach the using technology as an art form
versus traditional art mediums (North Allegheny SD, 2022).
“Presenting” is a standard component for the National Art Standards across all grade levels
(National Arts Standards, 2014).

Implementation Timeline (Anticipated Start/Finish): June 2022-August 2022 (Timelines will
extend for more significant projects)
Key Personnel: Art Department Teachers; Administrators; Maintenance Staff; Information &
Technology Staff
Major Action Steps: (1) Review the capital funding plan to look at technology and structural
updates/purchases; (2) Examine the studio space at the high school in relation to storage space,
courses taught per room, and safety standards and requirements; (3) Propose solutions to
short-comings in storage, safety, and functional space; (4) Update the safety needs per building
recommendations; (5) Limit the variety of media designated to one studio space through
reconfiguration of space; (6) Train technology staff in iOS technology and repairs; (7) Identify the
needs of coloring printing and document cameras per building; (8) Evaluate iOS technologies and
accessibilities in each building for the art department; (9) Implement updates to hardware or
technologies needed for the art program in each building; (10) Provide professional development to
art teachers on using the hardware and software.
Estimated Budget/Resources: Contracting external facilitators; Safety equipment; Capital funding
considerations; Technology purchases; Professional development.
Potential Implications (Short-Term and Long Term): Reconfiguring of high school studio spaces
to accommodate safe practices; Rotation schedule of inspections of kilns and kiln parts; Integration
of new technology resources for the IT staff to manage; Professional development needs for the art
department to fully integrate new technology.
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Recommendation #4: Curriculum, Assessments, & Instruction
1. Adopt the National Core Art Standards for Visual Art; Review and refine the PRSD written
curriculum to align with the National Art Standards.
2. Display student artwork to align with the National Art Standard anchor of “Presenting.”
3. Integrate essential kindergarten art standards/skills into the kindergarten experience.
4. Change the following high school art course names and refine the course description summary to
better inform and define the course curriculum; “Metalcraft” to “Jewelry Design” and
“Introduction To Art” to “Foundations of Studio Art.”
5. Introduction to Art (Foundations of Studio Art):
a. Evaluate the art pathway to provide students who have exhibited prerequisite,
department-established skills the option to take specialized art courses in 9th grade;
b. Prioritize student enrollment (master scheduling process) from freshmen to seniors
instead of seniors to freshmen for the Introduction to Art (Foundations of Studio Art)
course in order to get a greater percentage of freshmen into this course.
Internal Analysis
●
●

●
●
●
●

●

●

●

●

Evaluate staffing model required to accommodate scheduling for kindergarten art within each
primary building (PRSD Vertical Team, 2021).
Kindergarten Art was included in the Pine-Richland School through 2010-2011. When an
elementary art teacher retired in 2012, the position was not filled and staffing models changed
due to fiscal concerns (PRSD Board Notes, 2012).
Kindergarten does not currently offer consistent art application processes within the kindergarten
grade level or follow art standards (PRSD Vertical Team, 2021).
National kindergarten art standards are being taught in first grade due to the lack of foundational
skills (PRSD Vertical Team, 2021).
Currently, students in grades 1, 2, and 3 at Pine-Richland have 36 art classes per year. Each class
is approximately 40 minutes in length (Time in Course, 2022).
Currently, students in kindergarten have two specials per week (library, computers). Each class is
30 minutes in length. These courses are not graded on the primary report cards. (Time in Course,
2022).
Kindergarten teachers in all primary buildings have requested the reinstatement of art and music
classes. Kindergarten teachers report their parents are inquiring why their children do not have
access to all school-offered special classes (PRSD, 2022).
Currently, kindergarten students attend school for 2 hours and 40 minutes per day. A typical
structure includes approximately 60 minutes of English Language Arts, 45 minutes of Math, 25
minutes of science/social studies.
Department staff were trained to use different standards (National vs. State) based on the
standards of choice by their university or state requirement at the time they were trained (PRSD
Vertical Team, 2021).
Standards based on benchmark (i.e. state art standards) rather than grade level (i.e. the national
standards) create overlap of lessons or projects at the primary and unclear progression (PRSD
Vertical Team, 2022).
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●
●
●
●
●
●

●

●

The course title does not accurately reflect the curriculum that focuses on jewelry-making with
metals (PRSD Vertical Team, 2022).
Seniors are scheduled for Intro to Art without the ability to take higher level courses, which takes
away seats from underclassmen (PRHS Course Enrollment Data, 2022).
Community members expressed the deterrent to taking an intro course after grades 1-8 general art
(Town Hall, 2022).
Students are continually unable to take AP Art prior to graduating due to scheduling conflicts and
limitations during their 9th grade scheduling experience (PRHS Course Enrollment Data, 2022).
More students would be eligible for the AP Art Exam if given earlier access to art courses (PRSD
Vertical Team, 2022).
PRSD AP Scores consistently demonstrate that 90% or more of the students in the current AP Art
Programs score a 3 or higher, which ranks higher than the state average and global average on the
AP exams for those same courses (PRHS AP Data, 2019).
Display of student artwork provides an opportunity for students to appreciate the works of others
nurturing empathy, respect and sense of community (Student Voice 3, 6, 8 and High School,
2022; Responsive Classroom, 2022).
Students stop, reflect, and comment on student artwork, all of which builds community (PRSD
Vertical Team, 2022).

External Analysis
●

●

●
●
●

●
●
●
●
●

All local exemplar schools teach and provide kindergarten art from a certified art teacher
(Hampton Township SD, 2022; Fox Chapel SD, 2022; North Allegheny SD, 2022; Pittsburgh
CAPA, 2022; Seneca Valley SD, 2022; State College SD, 2022).
All local Exemplar Schools, most with half-day kindergarten, reported Kindergarten art in their
curriculum as a taught subject by a certified art teacher (Hampton Township SD, 2022; Fox
Chapel SD, 2022; North Allegheny SD, 2022; Pittsburgh CAPA, 2022; Seneca Valley SD, 2022;
State College SD, 2022).
National Art Standards begin with Pre-K; therefore, art standards apply to Kindergarten when art
is taught (State Education Agency Education Agency Directors of Arts Education, 2014) .
“All learners deserve a comprehensive visual art education taught by effective educators who are
certified/licensed in visual art” (National Art Education Association, 2021).
When participating in early art experiences, children practice fine motor skills, cognitive
development, math skills, language skills, and free expression which helps facilitate overall
learning (Rymanowicz, 2015).
PDE Art Standards are broad and focused on benchmark levels (PDE SAS, 2022).
National Art Standards are grade level focused within the PDE Art Standard benchmarks.
(National Arts Standards, 2014).
School districts across the country are beginning to transition to National Art Standards
(Zubrzycki, 2017).
AP Art Courses consist of AP Studio Art 2D, AP Studio Art 3D, AP Studio Art Drawing, and AP
Art History (College Board, 2022).
“Curate a collection of objects, artifacts, or artwork to impact the viewer’s understanding of
social, cultural, and/or political experiences; HS Advanced. VA:Pr6.1.IIIa (National Arts
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●

Standards, 2014).
“When teachers make exhibition part of their art curriculum by teaching their students specific
exhibition concepts and skills, and involving them in the exhibition process itself, the exhibition
of the student art becomes a learning experience for students, teachers, parents, faculty, and
administrators” (Burton, 2004).

Implementation Timeline (Anticipated Start/Finish): August 2022-Ongoing
Key Personnel: Art Department, District and Building Administrators
Major Action Steps: (1) Identify and implement ways to integrate art education into the kindergarten
experience; (2) Evaluate course pathways for secondary art experiences specifically with Foundations
of Studio Art (formerly Introduction to Art); (3) Embed professional development to segue from State
Standards towards National Art Standards within department curriculum; (4) Rename course titles
“Introduction to Art” to “Foundations of Studio Art” and “Metalcraft” to “Jewelry Design”; (5)
Establish and follow presentation (display) requirements relating to National Art Standards.
Estimated Budget/Resources: Fees associated with professional development for National Art
Standards training and implementation; Fees associated with Kindergarten art budget.
Potential Implications (Short-Term and Long Term): Modification of curriculum based on
National Standards; Revisions to learning activities based on professional development learning
goals; Adjustment to the kindergarten experiences and modification to other program opportunities;
Additional partnership opportunities through art display work.
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Recommendation #5: Professional Development
1. Provide professional development opportunities for all district art teachers on using National Art
Standards.
2. Provide professional development opportunities for all district art teachers on using recommended
technology and other curricular support resources.
3. Develop an annual workshop for other stakeholders in art appreciation (e.g., administration, other
content area teachers, community members, etc.).
Internal Analysis
●

●
●
●

Provide professional development opportunities for all district art teachers interested in attending
workshops and/or conferences within our local and regional professional learning communities
(NCECA, PAEA, NAEA conferences, Touchstone Center for Crafts, Contemporary Craft,
Carnegie Museum of Art, The Mattress Factory, Warhol Museum, Frick Art Museum, Pittsburgh
Center for the Arts, etc) (Vertical Team, 2022).
Department staff were trained to use different standards based on the standards of choice by their
university or state requirement at the time they were trained (Vertical Team, 2021).
Integrate Apple Devices into the art program based on the learning goals in the course and
features of the most appropriate device (Vertical Team, 2022).
Resource options differ at some of the schools based on connections with other organizations
such as Parent Teacher Organizations (PTOs) and Pine-Richland Opportunities Fund (PROF)
(Vertical Team, 2022).

External Analysis
●

●

●
●
●
●
●

Exemplary schools interviewed by the vertical teams reported having professional development
sessions which embedded deeper art education resources, where they visit studios and attend
workshops surrounding the arts. (Hampton Township SD, 2022; Fox Chapel SD, 2022; North
Allegheny SD, 2022; Pittsburgh CAPA, 2022; Seneca Valley SD, 2022; State College SD, 2022).
NAEA believes it is imperative that supervisors/administrators with experience in the field of
visual arts education provide support for visual arts educators, and implementation and
maintenance and growth of district programs (NAEA, 2020).
Pursue ongoing professional development to support teachers continuous improvement in both
teaching and the arts (NAEA, 2019).
Faculty members are members of professional organizations (PMEA, NAFME, etc.), professional
development is valued (Act One Theater, 2022).
An excellent K-12 program taps into the teacher’s professional development, considering how
teachers have the freedom to create and evaluate for themselves (Carnegie Mellon University,
2022).
PA Art Standards and National Art Standards differ in alignment and specificity-benchmark
versus grade level (PDE SAS, 2022; National Art Standards, 2014).
Questions to consider when designing professional development:
○ Does the district have a process for determining professional development (PD) needs?
○ Do your PD sessions focus on skill based competencies for teachers AND students?
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○
○
○
○

How much content area PD do you participate in?
Do you know if PD is consistent at the elementary level versus secondary level?
How do you measure the impact of PD on instruction and learning?
Do art teachers have an opportunity to professionally collaborate together on district
projects? (Seneca Valley, 2022).

Implementation Timeline (Anticipated Start/Finish): 08/2022 - Ongoing
Key Personnel: Academic Leadership Council Members; K-12 Art Teachers; Administrators;
External Experts (AIU, Art Education Related Conferences, etc.)
Major Action Steps: (1) Identify and plan for professional development sessions related to National
Art Standards, IOS technology, supporting non-art educators; (2) Identify who will be facilitating the
presentations; (3) Map out a timeline for each of the professional development sessions; (4) Consider
how teachers will be supported after the initial professional development session; (5) Identify
measures to determine how the professional development sessions have impacted teachers’ and
others’ practices.
Estimated Budget/Resources: Contracting external facilitators; Professional development resources;
Conference registration
Potential Implications (Short-Term and Long Term): Modification of curriculum based on
National Standards; Revisions to learning activities based on professional development learning
goals: Greater appreciation of art education for non-art educators and increased collaboration between
art teachers and other content area teachers.
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